Demo version
1) Choose the right word or word combination. (Time limit: 12 minutes)
1. She tried (to mend / mending / by mending) the coat, but it became even worse.
2. Ascot is famous (of/ in/ for) its June races, while Epsom Down is the place where the
famous Derby is held.
3. English seaside towns almost stopped being visited by tourists, (did they/ didn’t they/
do they not)?
4. Even if a family possessed a car, it didn’t really influence (our / their/ its) holidays.
5.
6.
7.
8.

To be (right/ true/ honest), I don’t like doing tests!
Manchester has always been popular (among/ with/ for) the British.
Do you mind (to close/ closing/ close) the window? It’s getting cold in here.
The holiday habits of the British are continuing to change, (are they/ aren’t they/ are
there)?

9. English seaside towns almost stopped (to be/ been/ being) visited by tourists.
10. (Since/ before / after) the 19th century working people couldn’t afford to go away on
holiday.
11. (What/ Who with/ Where) would you like to spend your holidays?
12. Many people go on holiday (most/ more/the most) often now than before.
13. Even if a family possessed a car, it (wouldn’t have/didn’t/doesn’t) really influence
their holidays.
14. Do you ever wish you (are/ were/ would be) more optimistic?
15. There was nothing to do but (waiting/wait/ to wait).
2) Look at the text (advertisement). What does it say? Mark the correct letter A, B or C
on your answer sheet. (Time limit: 3 minutes)
Hi Jane,
About the school party
–can we invite friends
who aren’t pupils there?
Maybe there’ll be too many people
-but my friend Toni would love to come!

Sarah is asking whether Jane
A is bringing any friends to the party with her.
B knows how big the party is going to be.
C thinks anyone from outside school can attend the party.
3) Write a short composition “The adventure I had last summer”. Use 120-150 words.
(Time limit: 30 minutes)

